COLLABORATIVE SPECIALIZATION IN
LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES

This program gives students an opportunity to be part of an intellectual community that is excited about an interdisciplinary approach to the study of Latin America and the Caribbean. The 25 faculty members affiliated with the program are committed researchers and educators who will guide students through their program and introduce them to innovative methodological and theoretical approaches relevant to the study of the region.

Students in the Collaborative LACS MA will hone research skills and develop critical abilities that position them for employment in public service or to further their academic pursuits.

CAPITAL ADVANTAGE
Ottawa is home to many government, business, diplomatic and non-governmental organizations that are interested in the LACS region.

PARTICIPATING PROGRAMS
Geography, History, International Affairs, Political Economy, Political Science, Women’s and Gender Studies

CAREER OPTIONS
Students in the Collaborative LACS MA will become informed hemispheric citizens and develop skills and credentials to position them for jobs in the public service, non-governmental sector and business, as well as for law school or PhD programs in a variety of disciplines.

APPLICATION DEADLINE
The deadline dates vary according to the deadline of each participating program. Students wishing to apply must indicate their intent when applying to their home degree.

ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS
Applicants must be admitted to one of the participating programs. Requirements vary according to which program a student chooses.